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A b s t r a c t: Mobile data traffic analysis is quintessential for mobile telecom operators in order to improve the quality-

of-service for their customers. A mobile operator is interested in the usage popularity of services as well as the temporal 

distribution of the service usage. This enables identification of the volume of incoming and outgoing traffic and aids 

the operators to design a network that can support expected user activity. The latest networking trends point in the 

direction of virtualized network resources, thus exhibiting more effective network usage. The design of virtual networks 

is strongly affected by the pattern of mobile data for certain services. Therefore, a prior and adequate knowledge of the 

mobile services’ popularity and their usage can significantly improve the user experience on the network. This paper 

provides empirical measurements and analytical modelling of mobile data traffic using data from an operational na-

tionwide mobile network. The network utilizes the latest trends, i.e. a virtual environment and a private cloud. The 

paper proposes estimation parameters for the measured traffic that match the distribution of real traffic with the lowest 

error. 
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АНАЛИЗА НА МОБИЛЕН ПОДАТОЧЕН СООБРАЌАЈ ВО ВИРТУЕЛЕН ПРИВАТЕН ОБЛАК: 

СЛУЧАЈ НА ОПЕРАТИВНА МОБИЛНА МРЕЖА 

А п с т р а к т: Анализата на сообраќајот на мобилните податоци е од есенцијално значење за мобилните 

телекомуникациски оператори со цел подобрување на квалитетот на услугата за нивните клиенти. Од интерес 

за мобилните оператори популарноста на користењето на услугите, како и временската дистрибуција на 

користењето на услугата. Ова овозможува идентификување на обемот на влезен и излезен сообраќај и им 

помага на операторите да дизајнираат мрежа што може да ја поддржи очекуваната активност на корисниците. 

Најновите мрежни трендови упатуваат на правецот на виртуелизирани мрежни ресурси, со што се прикажува 

поефикасно користење на мрежните ресурси. Дизајнот на виртуелни мрежи е под силно влијание на моделот 

на мобилниот сообраќај за одредени услуги. Затоа претходно и адекватно познавање на популарноста на 

мобилните услуги и нивната употреба може значително да го подобри корисничкото искуство на мрежата. Овој 

труд обезбедува емпириски мерења и аналитичко моделирање на мобилниот пакетски сообраќај со употреба 

на податоци од оперативна мобилна мрежа низ целата земја. Мрежата ги користи најновите трендови, т.е. 

виртуелно околина и приватен облак. Трудот предлага параметри за процена на измерениот сообраќај кои 

одговараат на распределбата на реалниот сообраќај со најмала грешка. 

Клучни зборови: oблак; виртуелизација; анализа на сообраќај; лог-нормална дистрибуција;  

нормална дистрибуција 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The increasing popularity of wireless technol-

ogies and wireless terminals has led to an explosive 

growth of mobile data traffic lately. It is driven by 

improved device capabilities, an increase in data-in-

tensive content and more data throughput from sub-

sequent generations of network technology. Erics-
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son’s [1] forecasts suggest that global mobile data 

traffic will grow by a factor of 4.5 to reach 226EB 

per month in 2026. 

Cloud-computing is one of the fastest growing 

segments in the telecommunications industry [2]. 

The main benefit of cloud-computing is that users 

can start using services with a minimum infrastruc-

ture installation time that is very different from the 

classic CAPEX model (one where the required pro-

cessing resources are procured or leased from the 

data center owner or service providers through es-

tablished processes). An inherently connected term 

with cloud-computing is the notion of virtualization 

[3]. In computing, it refers to the act of creating a 

virtual (rather than actual) version of computing re-

sources on the same hardware, including, but not 

limited to, a virtual hardware platform, Operating 

System (OS), storage device or network resources. 

The mobile networks evolution towards 5G in-

evitably requires implementation of the concepts of 

cloud-computing and virtualization [4]. This will al-

low mobile telecom operators to deploy more flexi-

ble networking architecture thus easily introducing 

and managing various novel services. On the other 

hand, the heterogeneous nature of different services 

imposes different network and Quality-of-Service 

(QoS) requirements. The process of design, opera-

tion and optimization of mobile networks is becom-

ing more challenging as a result. A proper under-

standing of mobile data traffic, its patterns and be-

havior is crucial for day-to-day network operation. 

This paper deals with empirical measurements 

of mobile data traffic in a nationwide operational 

mobile network that uses state-of-the-art technology 

(virtualized core).  

The measurements are then used to analyti-

cally model the mobile data traffic using mathemat-

ical distributions with appropriate parameters. 

These models can be used for offline network plan-

ning, thus significantly aiding the process of under-

standing and predicting mobile data traffic patterns. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

gives an overview of the latest evolution technolo-

gies that are used in mobile packet core networks. 

Section 3 introduces target user scenarios for empir-

ical measurements of mobile data traffic, whereas 

section 4 provides the actual measurements. Section 

5 deals with mathematical modelling of mobile data 

traffic. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper. 

2. CLOUD-COMPUTING AND 

VIRTUALIZATION 

Cloud-computing can be defined as Internet-

based computing that provides multiple scalable on-

demand services through sharing or accessing com-

puting resources. Those resources can be from pri-

vate systems or third-party and users can access 

them locally or remotely. 

2.1. Different types of cloud 

There are four main cloud models. Public 

cloud is intended for open use by the general public. 

It is hosted or operated by a service provider who 

sells or offers a multitude of services to the public. 

Common uses are for application development and 

testing, file sharing memory and e-mail service. Pri-

vate cloud is intended for the exclusive use by indi-

vidual organization. This is a choice for companies 

that already have a data center and are developing 

IT infrastructure and have special security or perfor-

mance needs. Community cloud includes collabora-

tion and integration of IT infrastructure and re-

sources from multiple organizations. Examples in-

clude universities collaborating in specific areas of 

research, or county or state police departments that 

share computer resources. Access to the community 

cloud is usually restricted to the organizations that 

are included in the community. Finally, hybrid 

cloud is a deployment model that merges two or 

more cloud service deployments, such as the pri-

vate, public and community clouds. 

2.2. NFV architecture 

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) was 

developed by ETSI [5]. NFV provides a standard-

ized model that is different from the commercial 

hardware model where each hardware element rep-

resents a function. This is reflected in network func-

tions delivered through virtualized software on 

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) hardware 

called Virtualized Network Function (VNF). A Vir-

tualized Network Function is a logical grouping of 

one or more software entities such as Virtual Ma-

chines (VMs). The result of virtualization is a net-

work that is more agile and has the ability to better 

respond to the demand and dynamic needs of tele-

communications traffic and services. Figure 1 

shows the NFV architecture defined by ETSI [11]. 
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Fig. 1. ETSI NFV architecture. 

The NFV architecture comprises three work-

ing domains. The first one is the NFVI or Network 

Function Virtualization Infrastructure. It is a basic 

platform that contains hardware resources as well as 

virtual instances that build the infrastructure on 

which VNFs are developed. The second one is VNF 

or Virtual Network Function, a software implemen-

tation of a network function that is adequate to run 

NFVI. Each VNF can be defined with one or more 

VMs. Each virtual network function is directly con-

nected to the EMS Network Management System 

(EMS), which takes care of the functionality of each 

VNF that is connected to it. Finally, the third do-

main is NFV MANO (Management and Orchestra-

tion) that manages NFVI and VNF and is connected 

to other components including Physical Network 

Functions (PNF) and their management systems 

such as EMS and OSS / BSS. 

Prior to the actual deployment of a cloud in the 

core, there is a need for a software platform capable 

of building and managing various clouds. The fol-

lowing subsection briefly introduces the most pop-

ular one, i.e. the OpenStack [6]. 

2.3. OpenStack 

OpenStack is an open source project defined as 

a global collaboration of developers and technicians 

focused on developing an ubiquitous cloud-compu-

ting platform for public and private clouds. The 

technology consists of a series of interrelated pro-

jects that control pools of processing, storage, and 

networking resources throughout a data center – 

which users manage through a web-based dash-

board, command-line tools, or a RESTful API. 

The evolution of core networks of mobile op-

erators converges towards virtualization. This 

proves to be cost-effective and flexible for service 

provisioning. The target network for performing 

empirical measurements in this paper has an already 

deployed virtual private cloud in the core. As of this 

writing, this implementation is still considered rela-

tively new and not explored in sufficient details. 

The goal of the paper is to provide modelling of mo-

bile data traffic of different types that are easily pro-

visioned and managed in the virtual private cloud in 

the core. The following section will first address the 

user scenarios of interest for mobile data traffic 

analysis. 

3. USER SCENARIOS 

This section introduces two user scenarios for 

a nationwide mobile telecom operator that deploys 

a private cloud and offers mobile data services. The 

scenarios will be used for data traffic analytics 

through empirical measurements. 

The first user scenario refers to the subscribers 

who use mobile data traffic. Namely, the total num-

ber of users who use the mobile service (voice and 

data) for this telecom operator is 1,050,000 users. 

Active subscribers to mobile Internet access are 

680,000. The distribution of service usage is as fol-

lows: 

• Web data traffic is used by 266,389 users on av-

erage per day (39% of users); 

• Social networks data traffic is used by 153,916 

users on average per one day (23% of the users); 

• Messaging or chat traffic is used by 72,894 

users on average per day (11% of the users). 

The number of users that use a certain service 

is obtained as an average number of the users who 

have used that service during a period of two weeks 

(tests were run in summer 2020). It should be noted 

as this is a realistic scenario, subscribers can use 

multiple applications at one moment in parallel. 

Web traffic includes the amount of traffic that 

users send and receive from websites. Traffic re-

lated to social networks includes Facebook, Insta-

gram, SnapChat and TikTok. Chat traffic is ana-

lyzed for the applications Messenger and Whats 

App. Figure 2 shows average number of subscriber 

distribution per different Radio Access Technology 

(RAT) for the services under consideration. 
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Fig. 2. Average number of subscribers per RAT. 

The second user scenario refers to subscribers 

that are using Voice-over-LTE (VoLTE) service. 

VoLTE service is used by an average of 35 users in 

one day. It is important to emphasize that at the time 

the VoLTE analysis was performed, VoLTE is still 

considered a "test" service because not all mobile 

devices support it. Therefore, the VoLTE traffic is 

significantly lower than other types of traffic. 

The targeted scenarios will be used for con-

ducting mobile data traffic measurements. The fol-

lowing section provides insight into the empirical 

results. 

4. EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENTS 

The empirical measurements are performed for 

mobile data traffic in a time period of two weeks 

(during summer 2020). The analysis is made for 

each scenario separately, where the traffic con-

sumed during working days is compared to the traf-

fic consumed during the weekend in a period of 24 

hours. 

Figure 3 shows the average number of Simul-

taneously Attached Users (SAU) for the period of 

two weeks. The number of users is divided into 3 

RATs, i.e. 2G, 3G and 4G. This figure gives a good 

insight into the distribution of network users per 

RAT that is important for the subsequent analysis. 

 

Fig. 3. Simultaneously attached users per RAT  

Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 show volumes of web traf-

fic, social networks traffic, chat traffic and VoLTE 

traffic. It is easy to observe a typical user behavior 

with variations in traffic consumption during a 24-

hour period and during weekends. Also, various 

traffic types exhibit peaks at different times and this 

is a crucial parameter for network resources plan-

ning and optimization. 

 
Fig. 4. Average volume of web traffic 

 
Fig. 5. Average volume of social networks traffic 

 

Fig. 6. Average volume of chat traffic 

 

Fig. 7. Average volume of VoLTE traffic 
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The volume of traffic during weekends is 

higher for all traffic types. The difference occurs 

from 06:00 to 08:00, which is related to the begin-

ning of the working day, and from 19:00 to 21:00, 

when the difference in traffic is negligible. 

Generally, for all types of mobile data traffic it 

is evident that they exhibit the highest volume from 

20:00 to 21:00 during working days. The situation 

differs for weekends where web and chat traffic ex-

hibit peaks at 21:00, whereas social traffic reaches 

the maximum at 22:00. 

5. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF 

MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC 

Mobile data traffic analysis is a vital compo-

nent for understanding network requirements and 

capabilities. Adequate traffic modelling is a basic 

condition for accurate capacity planning [7–10], 

[12–13]. The field still relies on the principles of Er-

lang and packet data modelling introduced several 

decades ago. The recent diversity of services makes 

the problem more complex as different packet data 

traffic types exhibit different patterns. This stems 

from the contextual nature of the different packet 

data services in use. It should be noted that there is 

no single traffic model, which can effectively cap-

ture the traffic characteristics of all types of net-

works under all possible circumstances. 

The bursty nature of mobile data traffic results 

in periods with generation of high number of pack-

ets and periods with no encounters. Therefore, mo-

bile data traffic can be best described by distribu-

tions that belong to long-tail distribution types such 

as Pareto, log-normal distribution, Weibull, etc. 

However, practical usage of these distributions is al-

ways limited by their complexity (usually reflected 

in the number of parameters they employ) and the 

level of accuracy they can sufficiently achieve. 

This section introduces analytical modelling of 

mobile data traffic through curve fitting of appropri-

ate distributions using the empirical measurements 

from the previous section. As mentioned, we limit 

to distributions that have lower computational com-

plexity, but yield sufficiently accurate results for all 

types of mobile data traffic. As a result, the focus of 

the analysis is put on log-normal and normal distri-

butions, which use 2 parameters, i.e. µ – mean 

value, and σ – standard deviation. These two 

distributions proved to provide sufficient results 

with the lowest Mean Square Error (MSE) with the 

empirical measurements in the real network. 

5.1. Curve fitting for PDF and CDF mModelling  

of mobile data traffic 

The analytical modelling relies on the accurate 

prediction of the Probability Density Function 

(PDF) and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) 

for all mobile data traffic types measured in section 

4. For the analytical modelling we limit on two dis-

tributions which are simpler compared to other dis-

tributions and can only be modelled using two pa-

rameters: the mean and deviation (i.e. µ and σ re-

spectively). Despite these two distributions there are 

more distributions which can be used for packed 

data traffic modelling, but due to their complexity 

are not used in this research leaving the possibility 

for future research. Still, the fitting shows that log-

normal and normal distributions provide good ap-

proximations without much processing.   

The PDF models the probability of occurrence 

of a certain traffic volume, whereas the CDF models 

the probability that a certain traffic volume with a 

given probability distribution will get a value less 

than or equal to x. In the following figures the x-axis 

value indicates the traffic volumes for each type of 

traffic in one day in GB, which are calculated as the 

average value of the traffic volumes per hour for 

two weeks. The traffic volume of each hour is the 

sum of the traffic during that hour. PDF and CDF 

are marked on the y axis respectively. The goal in 

the analysis is to fit curves using mathematical mod-

els with appropriate parameters that will most 

closely match the empirical PDF and CDF gained 

from the measurement campaign in the previous 

section. The curve fitting targets the minimal MSE. 

This section provides the results that led to the min-

imal MSE out of the many experimentations per-

formed for the purposes of this research. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the empirical vs. mod-

elled PDF for mobile web traffic using log-normal 

and normal distribution, respectively. Figures 10 

and 11 show the empirical vs. modelled CDF for 

mobile web traffic using log-normal and normal 

distribution, respectively. The x-axis value indicates 

the web traffic volume in one day (calculated as the 

average value of the traffic volumes per hour for 

two weeks). These figures give insight into the more 

suitable distribution for modelling mobile web traf-

fic, which is the log-normal distribution. 

Similarly, as with the previous case, Figures 

12–15 show the empirical vs. modelled PDF and 

CDF for social networks traffic using log-normal 

and normal distribution. A key difference in this 

case is that both distributions can provide very 

similar results (low MSE) thus making the model-
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ling of social networks traffic feasible with both of 

them. 

Finally, Figures 16–19 show the empirical vs. 

modelled PDF and CDF for chat traffic using log-

normal and normal distribution. The behavior of the 

chat traffic exhibits very similar characteristics as 

the mobile web traffic so the same conclusions ap-

ply. 

This subsection presented the results of the 

modelling along with the estimation of the mean and 

the deviation for every mobile data traffic type 

(shown in the figures).

           

Fig. 8. PDF for web traffic using log-normal distribution                      Fig. 9. PDF for web traffic using normal distribution 

           

Fig. 10. CDF for web traffic using log-normal distribution                    Fig. 11. CDF for web traffic using normal distribution 

           

Fig. 12. PDF for social networks traffic using                                            Fig. 13. PDF for social netwo rks traffic using 

log-normal distribution                                                                                        normal distribution. 
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Fig. 14. CDF for social networks traffic using                                               Fig. 15. CDF for social networks traffic using  

log-normal distribution                                                                                normal  distribution. 

           

Fig. 16. PDF for chat traffic using log-normal distribution                        Fig. 17. PDF for chat traffic using normal distribution. 

           

Fig. 18. CDF for chat traffic using log-normal distribution                       Fig. 19. CDF for chat traffic using normal distribution

5.2. MSE Calculation 

The accuracy of the mathematical modelling in 

the previous subsection can be analyzed through the 

MSE, often used in error measurement statistics. 

MSE represents the error between the PDF / CDF of 

the proposed models with specific parameters for µ 

and σ and the PDF / CDF for real-time traffic distri-

bution (measured). The MSE was calculated for 

every traffic type and both distributions. This value 
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is always positive and values closer to zero are bet-

ter. Table 1 summarizes obtained results for mean 

and deviation parameters that lead to the lowest pos-

sible MSE for every mobile data traffic type model-

ling. 

T a b l e  1  

Estimation of µ and σ per distribution. 

Traffic 

Type 

Mathematical 

Model 

Estimated parameters 

  µ                σ 
MSE 

Web 

log-normal PDF 4.1 0.1 0.000238 

normal PDF 0 5.8 0.000577 

log-normal CDF 4.1 0.1 0.0177 

normal CDF 0 5.8 0.0329 

Social 

log-normal PDF 3.5 0.2 0.00056 

normal PDF 0 6.5 0.000482 

log-normal CDF 3.5 0.2 0.0227 

normal CDF 0 6.5 0.0257 

Chat 

log-normal PDF 4.1 0.1 0.00039 

normal PDF 0 5.8 0.00061 

log-normal CDF 4.1 0.1 0.0196 

normal CDF 0 5.8 0.0345 

 

The results shown in Table 1 clearly show that 

the MSE for web and chat traffic for both PDF and 

CDF is lower for log-normal distribution. On the 

other hand, in the case of social networks traffic, the 

MSE for the PDF is slightly lower in the normal dis-

tribution, while the MSE for CDF is slightly lower 

in the log-normal distribution. 

As a result, it is evident that: 

5.2.1. Web and chat traffic can be most accu-

rately modeled with-lognormal distribution. The es-

timated parameters with which these two types of 

mobile data traffic can be mathematically modeled 

are µ = 4.1 and σ = 0.1. 

5,2.2. Social traffic is better modeled with nor-

mal distribution, with appropriate parameters: µ =  0 

and σ = 6.5. 

It must be stressed that the modelling would be 

a continuous process with the increase of mobile 

data volume, increased service portfolio etc. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The virtualization of mobile packet core net-

work is an ongoing process in operational mobile 

networks worldwide. For telecom operators and ser-

vice providers, the return on investment related to 

the migration of network services in the cloud infra-

structure comes in the form of automation of net-

work operations. 

This paper provides empirical measurements 

done for different mobile data traffic types in an op-

erational nationwide mobile network with deployed 

virtual private cloud. The measurements show how 

and when mobile data users use the services. From 

the point of view of a telecom operator, the ability 

to know which are the most popular services and at 

what hours the users are most active is an oppor-

tunity to identify the amount of incoming and out-

going traffic and thus design a network that can sup-

port the expected activity. 

Based on the results from empirical measure-

ments, this paper offers mathematical modelling of 

measured traffic. We use log-normal and normal 

distributions to characterize the empirical results. 

These distributions provide sufficient compromise 

between accuracy and complexity and can aid the 

process of offline network planning and optimiza-

tion. 

Future work may include measurements in 

longer terms, experimentation with other mathemat-

ical distributions, etc. 
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